Vietnam, China open talks

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) -- Vietnam's peace negotiators with China opened in Hanoi yesterday with a Vietnamese proposal that a demilitarized zone be established on its border with China, according to Asian new agency reports received in Bangkok.

It was the first day of talks between the two Communist neighbors, who fought a border war in February. Vietnamese negotiator Vice Foreign Minister Phan Hien said Chinese troops still occupied more than ten areas in Vietnamese territory. He said the Chinese were continuing to strengthen their forces along the border and that the situation was "very tense."

He proposed that both armies withdraw two to three miles from the border recognized before the Chinese invasion Feb. 17, and that prisoners of war be exchanged soon, according to a Bangkok radio broadcast.

[continued on page 13]

$117 million pledged

Campaign enters final phase

by Mike Shields

The Campaign for Notre Dame he program to make Notre Dame "the greatest Catholic University in the world," is within ten percent of its goal. Hesburgh said he and commitments to the project that will drive, which began less than two years ago, has already obtained $117 million in gifts.

Yesterday's vote of the Board of Trustees approved the third, and final, phase of the $117 million total campaign. (continued on page 1)

‘Editorial process’

Court rules against editors in libel case

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Public figures who sue a journalist or news organization for libel may probe the “editorial process” which led to the allegedly libelous statements, the Supreme Court said yesterday.

Voting 6-3, the justices ruled that reporters and editors are not constitutionally protected from being forced to explain how they prepared a challenged report—and may be asked questions about their “state of mind” during that preparation.

The court’s closed deliberations and decision in a case altering the nation’s libel law apparently were leaked earlier this week.

ABC News reported accurately Monday what the court’s ruling would be, and that Justice Byron R. White would write the majority opinion. Such premature disclosure is rare in the court’s 190-year history, and the report apparently has spurred an internal investigation among court employees.

The decision in the journalism case is a victory for former Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert, who was suing CBS and others for $44.7 million.

Herbert’s lawyer is representing defendants CBS, the network’s “60 Minutes” program, producer Mike Wallace, and the Associated Press.

Waiting for good enough

Liberal Arts majors find jobs

by Mark Bask

EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is the first installment of a two-part series dealing with job opportunities for Liberal Arts Majors. Today’s article deals with the job climate and possibilities for graduating seniors and follows the progress of one local graduate who “made it.”

Barb (not her real name) is 22, a senior liberal arts major, and accomplished in the areas of analysis and communication skills. In four months, Barb will be thrown out into the job market, a market she feels is hostile to women with her background. After six months, the market will begin repairing her $20,000 college loan and begin providing for herself. While she is sure that she does not want to take a job that she considers “dehumanizing,” that is the only thing she is sure of. Barb is scared and confused about her future.

Mary Quinnan graduated from Saint Mary’s in the liberal arts in 1976 “with grades that weren’t that hot.” After an on-campus interview three years ago, she was hired by General Electric

Reid considers record store after new proposal submitted

by Kathleen Connelly

Director of Student Activities John Reid said last night that he will make a decision on the latest Record Store proposal by the Board of Commissioners either today or tomorrow.

Reid said security, inventory control and continuity in administration from year to year as being his major concerns with the proposal.

In this latest proposal, however, the drafters of the proposal have eliminated the possible inventory, management and security problems forecasted by Van Wolvlear by substituting a plan for a store that would operate on an order basis rather than maintaining a substantial continuous inventory.

In justifying his rejection of the original proposal, Van Wolvlear expressed concern over the possibility that a future Student union might be unwilling to administer the store. Under the provisions of the proposal, the Student Union Commission would staff and administer the record outlet.

The proposal was freed from the Student Senate and sent to the administration for a final decision.

The current record store proposal has evolved in response to administrative criticism during the last few months.

Last May, Roche, then newly appointed Student Union director, submitted the original proposal to the administration.

The first proposal was drafted by Roche and Curt Hench who was Executive Staff coordinator for the Student Union at the time. At present, Hench is Services Commissioner.

The first proposal was submitted to Bro. Just Pasczney, former vice-president for Student Affairs. When Pasczney resigned, the responsibility for the decision was transferred to his successor.

Van Wolvlear turned down the proposal in November of last year, stating that he did not believe there would be sufficient demand for a full-time record store. He also expressed concern that the store would not be feasible from an administrative standpoint.

The latest proposal has evolved in response to these objections.

In justifying his rejection of the original proposal, Van Wolvlear stated that he would not approve the original plan.

In November, Van Wolvlear turned down the proposal in November of last year, stating that he did not believe there would be sufficient demand for a full-time record store. He also expressed concern that the store would not be feasible from an administrative standpoint.

The latest proposal has evolved in response to these objections.

In justifying his rejection of the original proposal, Van Wolvlear stated that he would not approve the original plan.

In November, Van Wolvlear turned down the proposal in November of last year, stating that he did not believe there would be sufficient demand for a full-time record store. He also expressed concern that the store would not be feasible from an administrative standpoint.

The latest proposal has evolved in response to these objections.
Three die in New Jersey commuter helicopter crash

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - A commuter helicopter plunged 1,000 feet after taking off at Newark International Airport last night, and at least three persons were killed and ten others injured, authorities said. The Federal Aviation Administration said 18 people, including a crew of three, were aboard the helicopter, which crashed just past the airport, which came to rest about 200 yards from the New Jersey Turnpike.

Quake shakes New England, Richter scale reads 3.96

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) - The strongest earthquake in northern New England in six years rattled residents of Maine, New Hampshire and eastern Massachusetts, but caused no injuries or major damage. The quake, registering 3.96 on the Richter scale, struck at 9:14 p.m. Tuesday and was followed by "six aftershocks," the last of which ended before 11 p.m., said Dr. Edward Chibbar, assistant director of the Western Massachusetts Seismograph. Chibbar said the quake was centered in the Bath-Brunswick area, a few miles west of Wiscasset, site of the Maine Yankee nuclear plant. The plant was closed for East Coast nuclear plants shut down last month because of questions about their ability to withstand earthquakes.

TMI technicians reduce temps in cooling system

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - Technicians successfully dropped the temperature in the Three Mile Island, Pa., nuclear cooling system yesterday, but they must take one more cautious step before bringing the disabled nuclear reactor to cold shutdown. The final time-consuming obstacle is the design and building of a backup cooling system, which would provide cooling against break downs or leaks in the primary system. They "won't make the move to cold shutdown until that's completed," said Jan Stroma, spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The system is in the design stages now, so it's certainly a matter of days.

Woman reports theft of marijuana from her car

HAVRE DE GRACE, Md. (AP) - When Susan Sarver, 23, was robbed, she thought police ought to do something about it. She kicked in a window of her car and took an ounce of marijuana, she said.

Weather

Partly sunny and pleasant today with highs in the mid 60s. Cloudy tonight with a slight chance for a few showers and lows in the mid 40s. Warmer with showers and thunderstorms likely tomorrow with highs around 70.

Campus

1 p.m.-Presentation: "computer cataloging & indexing of illuminated medieval manuscripts," dr. thomas o'brien, purdue u., sponsored by freshman writing program, 242 BOYD.

3 p.m.-softball, st. mary's vs kalamazoo, LEEPER PARK.

6:30 p.m.-meeting, alpha phi omega, discussion of umoc policies, 400 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

7-9 p.m.-film, "the molly maguires," CARROLL HALL-SMC.

7:30 p.m.-film, "dr. syn, alias the scarecrow," ENGR. AUD.

7:40 p.m.-meeting, center date historical society, LIB. AUD.

Accepts post

Durance heads SMC fund drive

As of the first of April, Saint Mary's will welcome an additional member to her Board of Trustees - Lawrence Durance, newly appointed vice-president for college relations. Durance previously served as assistant director of development for Regina College in Denver, CO, where he had been employed for nine and one-half years.

Durance describes the responsibilities of his newly acquired position as "maintaining the image and securing financial support necessary to maintain a viable institution." He elaborated on this description with the analogy, "I am responsible for the institutions as it faces the external world, as opposed to academic affairs which face inwardly.

Durance will supervise such college relations concerns as developmental activities, public relations as it relates public information and alumni relations.

Developmental activities is the branch of college relations that focuses on fund-raising, including the Saint Mary's Fund, plan giving, and special projects.

The Saint Mary's Fund comprises funds accumulated on an annual basis from regular supporters. The recent Business Association Program is an example of a project intended to collect cash annually from enlisted businessmen.

The Saint Mary's Alumnae Association also aids in contributing to the fund by issuing several mailings to alumnae and parents asking for financial support. This organization presently is conducting a phone-a-thon which will continue until May 31. Saint Mary's students are calling alumnae across the country who have not responded to the mailed letter issued earlier this year.

The second area of Developmental Activities is plan giving. Durance is concerned with attracting endowments which ultimately contribute to the institution's savings account. This interest generated by the account serves as a source of income for the College. Endowments consist of such donations made through trusts or wills. And as Durance put it, "In the long run, a larger endowment keeps (college) prices lower."

The third and last sector of developmental activities, special projects, is concerned with the construction of arts and facilities for which the institution expresses a need. The Angela Atheneum Facility, completed in 1977, and the proposed new library are examples of special projects. Funds for such large undertakings have been given to the College by large corporations, foundations, and generous individuals.

The second branch of college relations is public relations and public information. This area covers the distribution of the Saint Mary's Report, a newsletter circulated four times a year; The Courier, a magazine distributed to alumni, and any other special publications.

The final branch of college relations is alumni affairs, which relates its operations to Durance through a staff member who acts as an executive representative.

Durance feels comfortable as this is his second president of college relations at Saint Mary's. "Having worked with Begin, I am familiar with the workings of a higher Catholic private college," he said.

Durance confirmed his pleasure in his new undertaking, adding, "I am looking forward to working for Saint Mary's College. There is an opportunity here to take part in a very important area on the verge of greatness."

continued from page 1....

...Records

...were very favorable....

When the first proposal was submitted, we hoped that it would be one of several shops that were to be included in the renovation. There was supposed to be a tobacco shop and flower shop, but that part of the renovation never happened, Roche noted.

After the first proposal was rejected, Roche pursued the idea by submitting a second proposal requesting permission to hold a record sale that would operate on an order basis. Van Weirig directed Roche to submit further proposals to Reid. The record sale proposal was approved by Reid.

The primary reason for holding the sale was to fill a need, but in the process we demonstrated that there is a great demand for this type of service and that students could coordinate and administer such a project despite the doubts expressed in Fr. Van Wolvaren's report. Roche explained.

He argued that student purchase constituted the largest order ever handled by Father's and Sun's, the Indianapolis wholesalers who

With the title stake each bookstore team knows they must hold onto the ball, but to win they must also shoot. [Photo by Dave Rambsch]
Seven students represent SMC at mock UN conference

by Pam Degnan Staff Reporter

A delegation of seven Saint Mary’s students, representing Tanzania, participated in a collegiate United Nations conference last week in New York. This annual “model” U.N. project allows student committees to simulate the complex operations of the U.N.

Assigned to a specific committee, each delegate was responsible for accurately voicing the policies of Tanzania. A daily agenda, presented to the committees, described various political, social and economic proposals. Committee members, in arguing the proposals, utilized their powers of caucus and bargaining.

The Saint Mary’s delegation consisted of seniors Merce Weber, Ann Sofranko, Ann Bartho and Megan Phillips, and juniors Mary Beth Boite, Donna Hancock and Denise Streff. Prof. Craig Hartzer from the government department accompanied the students as a faculty advisor. According to members, the week-long conference “tested their endurance both mentally and physically.”

Daily committee sessions were held from 9 a.m.-11 a.m. During designated intervals, the students arbitrated over the proposed resolutions which often resulted in intense deliberation.

Highlights for the Saint Mary’s delegation included a briefing session with the Third Secretary of Tanzania at the Tanzania Mission. According to Phillips, the briefing “provided an excellent opportunity to learn of the up-to-date Tanzania policies.” She added that it proved to be advantageous when they approached the Ugandan delegation.

The group members agreed that, by participating in the conference, they became aware of the political struggles of Third World nations. “Most of the African nations like Tanzania are lacking in power and more often than not they are poorly represented in the U.N.” Hartzer said.

The model U.N. conference, a student-run organization, has operated for 50 years. Participating in this year’s conference were 1500 individuals who represented more than 120 colleges and universities, including Princeton and MIT.

This is the first time that a Saint Mary’s delegation has attended the conference, but Hartzer hopes to establish either an independent study program or a government course, both with college credits, based on the U.N. project. The courses would be intended for government majors.

In SMC senior class elections

Mullaney calls for runoff

by Pam Degnan Staff Reporter

Seventy-four percent of the Saint Mary’s senior class voted last night in a runoff election to decide its 1979-1980 class officers. The election, however, resulted in a tie which forced Election Commissioner Mary Mullaney to call for a new runoff election within the next few weeks.

Positions for Augusta Hall, Holy Cross Hall and sophomore class officers also were decided in run-off elections. According to Mullaney, “Another election will be scheduled within the next few weeks and will be open to all members of the senior class. All are encouraged to submit nominations.” Members of Elaine Belle’s ticket, one of the two contending Senior Class tickets, expressed their disappointment at the election’s outcome. Belle stated that her ticket plans to run in the new election. The Debbie Roberts ticket was unavailable for comment.

Sue Turcotte emerged as the winner in the Augusta Hall president runoff election. The Exeter Greyhound-Ken Kearny ticket won the Holy Cross Hall election over the Wanneshove-Vita ticket. The class of ’82 voted to support bringing A Social Life Back to Saint Mary’s as promised by the Griffith/O’Keefe/Melvin/Heslau ticket. Griffith seeks a “better working relationship with the Notre Dame girls” by encouraging them to become involved in Saint Mary’s activities.

Don’t know what to get that pre-med grad?

Answer: Physician’s Desk Reference

Available at Georgetown Pharmacy
Georgetown Shopping Center
and Mar-Mail Pharmacy
426 N. Michigan

Greyhound’s quick cure for the book blues.

The book blues. It’s those sleepless nights with visions of exams, pop tests and required reading dancing through your head. They just won’t go away.

But you can... with Greyhound. Take off this weekend, visit your family, see your friends... just get out of town and leave the book blues behind. It doesn’t cost much and it’ll do you a world of good.

So, if you’ve got the book blues, get on a Greyhound and split. It’s a quick cure for what ails you.
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Rhodesian officials anticipate large voter turnout for elections

SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AP) -- Officials predict at least 60 percent of the electorate will vote in the five-day elections under way to bring limited black rule to Rhodesia.

Geoff Hedges, Rhodesia's assistant police commissioner, said "terrorist intimidation" was responsible for a low turnout yesterday at Fort Victoria in the south, where guerrilla activity has been high.

Elections Registrar Eric Pope-Simmonds told reporters 1,474,570 voters--or 38 percent of the electorate--voted from polling opening Tuesday morning to 2 p.m. yesterday.

Hedges said in some cases guerrillas were abducting blacks in rural villages to prevent them from voting. But he said overall activity had been lower than expected.

The country mobilized 100,000 soldiers to protect voters and voting placed from guerrilla attacks.

Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo, co-leaders of the Patriotic Front guerrilla organization, insist the new government will be a facade for continued white rule, and have vowed to disrupt the elections. So far, he said, there had been few scattered incidents.

When Prime Minister Ian Smith unilaterally declared independence from Britain in 1965 to head off black rule, the United Nations imposed sanctions that have hit hard.

Rhodesia managed to survive economically despite the sanctions, but six years of increasingly bitter war forced Smith to change his course last March.

He and three moderate black leaders formed a bi-racial transitional government and announced a one-man, one-vote election.

Bishop Abel Muzorewa, heavily favored to become the country's first black prime minister, is one of those moderates.

The white population, three percent of the approximately 6.8 million people in Rhodesia, is guaranteed 28 of the 100 seats in Parliament, and control of police, military, judiciary and civil service for at least five years as means of safeguarding minority rights.

Black moderates contend this is an adjustment period, a compromise to prevent an exodus of whites who have the skills the country badly needs.

After Tuesday's voting, Muzorewa told reporters Rhodesia would not bow to "emotional" objections to the agreement its blacks had reached with whites.

"Whites in this country aren't visitors or tourists," he said, "They belong here from the human rights point of view and we regard them now as we do ourselves."

The good news for the immediate future of Rhodesia managed to survive economically despite the sanctions, but six years of increasingly bitter war forced Smith to change his course last March.
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‘Free Lebanon’

Haddad declares ‘self-rule’

TYRE, Lebanon (AP) - The Israeli-backed Christian military in southern Lebanon yesterday declared itself under "self-rule" and proclaimed a new "Free Lebanon" state, the Israeli radio said. The declaration came hours after the Christian shielded a Lebanese army unit as it jousted with U.N. peace-keepers in the area.

"Our intention will be to liberate all Lebanon from all the invaders and all who are for enemies and who have bad intentions against Lebanon," said a miliary leader, Maj. Saad Haddad.

The Christian militia controls the area that remains relatively influenced by Syria, seen by the Christians as rivals for control of Lebanon. The Israelis and Christians share the view that a Lebanon army aided by Syria will allow Palestinian guerrilla infiltration of the Israeli border and heighten tension in the area.

Israeli radio said Haddad announced the birth of "Free Lebanon" at a news conference in the southern Lebanon town of Metulla.

Lebanon's state radio called Haddad's statement "Israeli-inspired sedition." Pierre Gemayel, leader of the Christian Phalange Party, also condemned the declaration, saying "enough of states within a state."

There was no immediate response from Israeli officials to Haddad's declaration.

Diplomatic sources reported the United States had asked Israel to be a moderating influence on its Christian allies and allow the Lebanese army deployment in the area or proceed.

Haddad's artillery shelled the 360-man Lebanese contingent as it moved into the village of Dirdghayya, the battalion headquarters about seven miles east of Tyre. Two Lebanese soldiers and a civilian were reported wounded.

Haddad commands a force of about 1,500 rightists Christian soldiers who were given control of a six-mile-wide strip of Lebanon's 50-mile border with Israel where the Lebanese withdrew from the south after they moved against Palestinian guerrillas in Lebanon in 1978, invasion.

Samir Sambat, a U.N. spokesman in Beirut, said two civilians were killed by Haddad's shelling of Israeli U.N. troops and that the Norwegian and Nigerian troops also were being pounced by Haddad's guns. A report from Tel Aviv said one Norwegian U.N. soldier was killed and another wounded in the shelling.

Residents of the rolling hills of southern Lebanon and northern Israel have suffered from battles between warring factions since the civil war tore Lebanon apart in 1975 and 1976. Their homes and property have been heavily damaged by small arms and artillery fire.

The Lebanese battalion has greeted by singing and dancing crowds of Lebanese villagers as it moved south early yesterday. Lebanese Prime Minister Dalim El-Hoss and other Lebanese officials are trying to heal the wounds of the civil was between rightist Christians and Palestinians and their leftist allies.

The war was halted by a Syrian force of 50,000 soldiers that still occupies areas north of the Litani River, just north of Tyre.
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An Tostal Committee Members
Come Get Your Mug!
you can pick your mug up in the AN Tostal Office thursday 3-5pm, friday 3-5pm, or at the meeting Sunday 9:00pm
Lafortune Little Theatre.

Please bring your $5 if you have not paid
T-Shirts will be distributed at the meeting Sunday,
See you there!

JUNIORS
Reminder: NonRefundable $50
senior class trip collected
ND Lafortune Lobby
SMC LeMans Lobby
April 23-27
11-4

Bulla shed
5:15 mass and supper
this friday
and every friday

River City Records
South Bend's largest record
and tape Selection!

$1.00 off!

...Liberal

(continued from page 4)
all really important factors."

The glut of careers open to liberal arts majors essentially fall into two related industries—business and communications. According to the BLS, the fields of advertising, purchasing and management or administration are the major career fields for liberal arts majors.

Their statistics show that the rate of employment in those fields will grow as fast as the average, report the BLS, through the mid-1980s.

All three areas rely, in large part, on people who are sensitive to trends and ideas that are moving on their way through the population and, according to the "Occupational Outlook Handbook," technical aspects of the field can be learned "on the job."

The communications field is expected to expand at least through the 1980's, analysts, the increased flow and complexity of ideas has increased need for people who can analyze, interpret, process and communicate the ideas, particularly to the business community as well as the rest of society.

In public relations, personnel and labor relations, liberal arts majors will be hired faster than the average through 1987. People filling these positions can expect to start at salaries between $10,000 to $16,000, even in the low level positions. The employment growth of writers of all types in the business industry will increase as fast as the average, according to statistics. Writers can expect to make between $16,000 and $21,000 a year, up to $21,000 and $30,000 for executive positions in the industry.

The need for technical writers will increase through the 80's, and those who have liberal arts degree mixed with some expertise in other background will have the competitive edge in these fields, according to the BLS.

In fact, the competitive edge of the most highly paid writers is "broad exposure in a specialty field, along with a variety of other skills," said an expensive technical writer with 15 years experience in a specialty field.

"I don't know of anyone who could have been more successful in the business world than I have," said the writer, who worked as a computer programmer and editor for a number of years before entering the field.

"I've always been interested in writing," he said. "I've always been interested in the arts."
The Observer
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Record floodling displaces thousands of Mississipians

(AP) - Thousands of Mississipians downstream from their stymied capital city of Jackson packed bags and fled yesterday to escape record flooding of the Pearl River that already has cost half a billion dollars and displaced more than 17,000 people.

Un fortunately it wasn't the thrill of victory, but the these girls playing in the bookstore tournament was fun. (Photo by Dave Ewbank)

In neighboring Alabama, hundreds more joined the 3,000 families in the Black Belt region who have abandoned their homes to rising water. Officials warned of the added peril of snakes and alligators driven from their river lairs.

While the Deep South bared the brunt of this week's floods, which have been blamed for at least five deaths, the 2,000 residents of the northwestern Minnesota town of Warren awoke to find streets inundated by the overflowing Snake River which runs through the center of town.

Mary Illby and her ten children of Selma, AL, a city of about 28,000 on the Alabama River, were among hundreds plucked from the floods by boat. "This man came up in a boat to try to get us out to feed the hogs," she said. "But the hogs had all come up on our front porch. That's when I knew it was time to leave."

The water was inching down in Jackson, but it still lapped the rooftops of some houses and officials warned of record high water advancing on communities to the south.

Jackson Mayor Dale Danks warned residents to stay out of flooded neighborhoods because of hidden dangers, including snakes and weakened roads and bridges.

We now face added problems by the recording water, which we consider just as critical as when the river was rising," he said.

Record crests were expected downtown at Georgetown, Monticello and Columbus where more than 2,000 residents already have been evacuated. Sandbagging was going on around the clock in Columbia, a town of about 50,000, located 80 miles south of Jackson, and many residents were packing their belongings and heading for higher ground.

"The river is nearing 22 feet and it is forecast to reach 28 feet this week," said Jim Thornhill, Marion County Civil Defense director in Columbia. "The crest will reach 2,000 people and if the river climbs even a foot above that level, we're talking about 3,000 evacuations."

In Georgetown, about 40 miles downtown, Mayor Beal Allbritton said 80 percent of his town's 420 residents had moved out. "All we can do is hope we can ride this thing out," he said.

In Monticello, located between Georgetown and Columbus, even more people were evacuated as the river rose at the rate of two feet a day, expected to go 34.5 feet above flood stage on Saturday.

The Pearl dropped to 42.5 feet in Jackson after cresting at 43.2 feet on Tuesday, more than 25 feet above flood stage.

Police and National Guard men continued to patrol the flooded downtown area, permitting only authorized people and convoys of dump trucks with sandbagging dirt sass roadblocks.

The Mississippi flood yesterday forced Amtrack to cut off its Chicago to New Orleans passenger trains at Memphis, using buses for the ride around submerged tracks.

Civil Defense officials said 500 other families in the path of flood crests surging into west-central Alabama were evacuated yesterday in the Selma area. At Demopolis, a city of 8,000 on the Tombigbee River, officials said 600 families had left their homes.

George Sparks, deputy director of Civil Defense in Selma, warned that snakes driven from the rivers often seek dry shelter in abandoned homes.

"We also have alligators down here," he said. "The flood waters sometimes wash them up out of the river and they sometimes end up near some of the homes."

A lot of big corporations offer you a big title. But how many offer you a young college graduate a really important job?

As a Navy Officer, you don't have to wait to do a job that counts. We give you one as soon as you've earned your commission. A job with responsibility for the lives of others, and for millions of dollars of complex equipment. A job that requires skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers have been doing proudly for 200 years.

If that's the kind of job you're looking for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find that Navy Officers have unequalled opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, Aviation, and Engineering.

Or call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia, toll free 800-342-5855.) Early responsibility.

It's what being a Navy Officer is all about.

NAVY OFFICER,
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY THE MOMENT YOU GET THE STRIPES.

[Insert Navy recruitment form]

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FROM THE START.
Experts as confused as American public

Three weeks after the worst nuclear mishap in U.S. history, the initial confusion surrounding the near-catastrophe has subsided, but American suspicion and fears about nuclear power have not. Transcripts of testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) meetings released earlier this week have done nothing to bolster American confidence in the nuclear energy program.

Nor have they convinced American energy experts are capable of handling serious situations arising from malfunctioning nuclear reactors. A chain reaction of human mistakes and mechanical breakdowns, leading to a truly serious situation. The accident at Three Mile Island did not have tragic consequences because a chain reaction could have been avoided. A few days after the accident, NRC officials reported to a Senate subcommittee on nuclear regulation that with the right controls working, "the accident would have shut down" at the Three Mile Island plant. Such a malfunction could have killed hundreds of persons immediately; several thousand more were exposed to the radiation emitted from the plant in the first few days, and a minor health hazard will continue to exist for decades. Currently, 72 nuclear power plants across the country supply 12.5 percent of America's electricity. The energy generated at these plants is relatively inexpensive, clean, and unencumbered by the adverse effects of coal-burning. With oil prices soaring and environments pointing out the adverse effects of coal-burning, it is hardly likely that such a chain reaction could happen.

Until viable alternatives are found, however, the American public must actively campaign for increased safety of existing nuclear power plants. The incident at Three Mile Island has unveiled several basic shortcomings of nuclear power—including defective equipment, faulty plant designs, the ever-present factor of human error, and the presence of the public that automatic back-up systems and safety mechanisms are incapable of handling the potentialities of a major nuclear catastrophe.
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Washington tapes:

Art buccwald

WASHINGTON: The most pressing question Washingtonites are asking is, "Would you like to see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in your home?"

Depending on the season, my home would be a good place to see a Red Sox game" or "How about going to watch the Celtics play basketball?"

I believe it's silly for the Smithsonian Institution to hang in the National Portrait Gallery today because the American public has no knowledge of the people involved. I say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all." I support the Amendment. George, I've never asked you anything before. But you have to promise me that I'll never hang in Boston. WASHINGTON: (laughing) Martha, you worry too much. The Bostonians are too cheap to buy a Gilbert Stuart painting, much less a pair.

WASHINGTON: I couldn't agree more with the dreadful Yankee, John Adams!

STUART: That's the way I felt about the灵敏 at the time. I never wanted to see the Washingtons in a city that throws Coca-Cola bottles at our portraits to hang in a city that has no art. I think the people of Boston have no appreciation of art. Just the other day, I heard Paul Revere say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all."

WASHINGTON: I say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all." I support the Amendment. I wish I could see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in my home. WASHINGTON (laughter): Martha, you worry too much. I wish I could see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in my home.

WASHINGTON (laughing): Martha, you worry too much. I wish I could see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in my home. WASHINGTON: I say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all."

WASHINGTON: I couldn't agree more with the dreadful Yankee, John Adams!

STUART: That's the way I felt about the灵敏 at the time. I never wanted to see the Washingtons in a city that throws Coca-Cola bottles at our portraits to hang in a city that has no art. I think the people of Boston have no appreciation of art. Just the other day, I heard Paul Revere say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all."

WASHINGTON: I say, "If you've seen one portrait, you've seen them all." I support the Amendment. I wish I could see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in my home. WASHINGTON (laughter): Martha, you worry too much. I wish I could see the Gilbert Stuart portraits of George and Martha Washington hanging in my home.
Mill and Notre Dame: American social forms and non-criminals alike. Also, a study of the political and economic consequences of war crimes and government policies. bliST 325

The course will be primarily written in approach, attempting, above all else, to come to an accurate and meaningful understanding of the literary genre.

ENG 325 Afro-American Literature 2BMWF. Same as BLST 325

ENG 374 The Chicano Novel Classically typologies illustrated, just-war theories, and pacifists; renewal of thought since 1940, revolution of Christian models of responsible withdrawal.


To enable the students to understand the development and social standing today and to kindle within them social concern.

THEO 347 War-Peace: Classics and Yoder 1TT12

An introductory study of the meaning of war. Theological and personal integrity. A general overview of Christian moral theory will be presented. The theory will then be applied in an effort to solve problem areas: truth-telling, war crimes; renewal of thought since 1940, revolution of Christian models of responsible withdrawal.

THEO 372 same as Gov 485

Walsh and Hommes

THEO 374 Church and Social Justice McNeil 3TT6

To reflect on the social teachings of the Catholic Church in relationship to current experiences of the Church and society and in the purpose of this course.

THEO 379 Reflections on Student Volunteer Corp Member

To discover the Christian significance of the Crusades and the role of business in our society. and helping in relationship to volunteer service activities in the Church. The purpose of this course.

THEO 381 same as Phil 381

Phil 318 War/Law/Ethics

St. Mary's

Scriba 346 Hong D 9TT11

Writing and literary credits

A systematic analysis and evaluation of the cultural and social factors which shape the perception of war in our society. Materials drawn from other courses, but emphasis on non-ethnographers, prisoners, neutrals.

SOC 242 Social Problems Binkley 10TT12

The definition of a social problem varies greatly depending upon one's social status, economic level, educational level, and social consciousness. This course will provide a framework for sorting through various perceptions about social problems.

SOC 254- same as BLST 254

SOC 313 Class, Politics, Power 2TT12

A study of classical stratification theories, comparative stratification systems, processes of social mobility, political economy, and the role of the individual in this country and other countries.

ECON 380 Development Economics Newfarmer 3TT12

After drawing on economic analysis, American thought, and the present predicament of Third World Countries, the course focuses on major issues in economic and political modernization.

ECON 484 Economic Devel-

opment of Latin America James 3TT12

An examination of the roots of dependence in Latin American politics and the key problems of economic development and the policies prescribed for their solution.

BLST 234 Criminal Justice Scott 10TT12

The course will examine the formulation of criminal laws, the application of such laws, and their impacts for criminals and non-criminals alike. Also, the process of pre-trial and trial proceedings and government policies studied causing a reformulation of the concept of criminal justice.

BLST 325 Afro-American Literature 2BMWF

Prejudice Sebastian 1TT12

Prejudice are experienced.

BLST 371 Psychology of Prejudice Walshe/Hommes 1TT12

BLST 485 Foreign Policy.

In this course we will study the increased emphasis on law in the world today. This is an unfortunate dilemma for, non-majors who are interested in deepening their understanding of it essential to both classical and contemporary philosophy of law, and to contemporary legal theory.

PHIL 276 Political Philosophy Stecha 1MWF

The aim of this course is to provide a critical comparison of the Just World hypotheses found in the political and philosophical tradition of Marxian, Liberalism and Conservatism.

ECON 357 Political Science

The increased emphasis of technology in our lives has led to a major portion of the course being spent upon the important moral problems of the relationship between culture and society, especially blacks and America.

ANTH 401 World Regional Geography Breth 2TT12

World Regional Geography will cover the study of the physical, cultural, economic, and political systems of the earth's resources.

THEO 242 Christian Ethics Today Malloy 1MWF

This course is intended as an introduction to the discipline of Christian Ethics.

Stress is placed on problem-solving techniques and methods. The concepts of social justice is examined under the criterion of prophetic dimension. Admission to the class will be by application interview.

PhD 341 Fr. Edward D.Krause 1TT3 3 credits Christianity and the Moral Life

An introductory study of the meaning of war. Theological and personal integrity. A general overview of Christian moral theory will be presented. The theory will then be applied in an effort to solve problem areas: truth-telling, war crimes; renewal of thought since 1940, revolution of Christian models of responsible withdrawal.

PhD 261 Dr. A. Black 10 TT 2 credits Contemporary Affairs (although history majors are welcome to take this class, this course is designed especially for non-majors who are interested in deepening their hist.

rical, social, and political perspective.

THEO 334 Dr. Rita Cassidy 4TT12 3-5 credits Southern Africa

Film, guest lecturers, the writings of black and white Africans, my own slide collections and scrap books are major resource materials for this course. I will also invite Mr. Brink, manager of the Business and Economics Department, to share with us his insights into daily life during this six week trip to the Republic of South Africa.

PhD 224 W. Hawke 12MWF

According to Griffin Bell, Americans do not trust each other. The American public has lost confidence in its institutions and members of the government, church, and business.

ECON 390 Business Ethics

This course is designed to increase the student's understanding of the theological dimension of the ethical theory to the Christian tradition. The class time will be devoted to in-depth studies of the major ethical works of Aristotle, John Stuart Mill and Emmanuel Kant. After these theories have been examined students will offer class presentations on the contempor.

ECON 452 Socio Political Problems in Developing Nations 3 credits

This course is designed to examine the social implications of biology. It is con-

structed for the non-science major. Areas explored are environment, food supply, energy, and population.

Soc 205 McKee 3TT12 2 credits

This course examines various study of problems facing contemporary society. In part, delinquency, rehabilitation, and bureaucracy are included.

Soc 310 Pilger 9TT11 3 credits Concern for the Working poor

The process of working through the policy-making and action-taking process is the emphasis of this course.

Soc 364 Hope and Human Condition Walsh/Hommes 9TT11

The special study of cities and their particular needs and problems is the basis for this course.

Soc 352 Tarleton 9TT11 Urban Sociology

Socio-Political Problems in Developing Nations 3 credits

A social problem that requires consideration of environmental, rehabilitation, and policy is the subject of this course.

Psych 209 Miller 3TT3

Dehumanizing Forces in Society

The increased emphasis of technology in our lives has caused a great deal of alienation. Topics studied that illustrate this are, nuclear energy, corporate policy, and consumer action.
Chicago is in any kind of town according to Frank Sinatra...to others, the city that works...the hog butcher of the mid-west according to Carl Sandburg...the windy city...and for those visiting the city this weekend, it’s still "crazy after all these years."

Welcome to the Palmer House, located at the heart of "The Loop." Monroe and State streets. Within the Palmer House there is the famous Trable Room for dinner.

SIGHTSEEING AND THINGS TO DO:
Chicago’s Loop Tour 1Sat. & Sun. 2 o’clock. Two hour tour of significant architecture, traces the history of the skyscrapers, highlighting Chicago’s unique contributions to modern building arts. Meet at Architarces, 310 S. Michigan Ave. 2nd floor $1 (782-1770)

Art Institute: Known for one of the finest collections of French Impressionists. Plus excellent examples of painting & sculptures from all periods including modern art.

Fri/Sat 10-5 p.m. Sunday Noon-1 p.m. Michigan Ave. & Adams St. (443-600) John G. Shedd Aquarium - Home of the Paddlefish. Contains a fascinating world of underwater creatures. Free days are free. 1200 S. Lake Shore Dr. Sears Tower. Lake Drive bounded by Adams, Jackson, and Franklin. World’s tallest building with 110 stories. 103rd floor "Sky deck" to really see the city.

Brookfield Zoo. The zoo has a range of exhibits that show natural hunting, feeding and exploratory behavior of animals of all kinds.

During the spring, there are steam trains that travel the park’s perimeter. During the summer, there are steam trains that travel around the park. During the fall, there are steam trains that travel around the park. During the winter, there are steam trains that travel around the park. The train rides are a popular attraction for visitors of all ages.

Lincoln Park Zoo. One of the most visited zoos in America, home of a collection of 2,600 mammals, birds, and reptiles on 35 acres of Lincoln Park (204-4660). Home of the White Sox and Cubs. The Cubs are in town for more information call Wrigley Field 24-5036.

CHEAP BUT NICE RESTAURANTS:

The Bergfried 17W Adams (German)

Blackhawk 135N. Washbash/110E.

Pearson Great beef and seafood

Dishes. All entrees accompanied by the stunning salad bowl! Moderately priced.

Chicago Claim Company 2314N. Clark 871-1770. The restaurant is on a prospecter’s pan, lies steaks, kebab, python, and the "Motherlode." A huge hamburger with a topping of any four cheeses and more. 871-1770.

To ask or not to ask, that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to take offense against the rejection of all offers cast forth by a sea of ND women.

The formal season is upon us! Male hearts jump! Excitement approaches, anticipation and fear fill the air. Who do I ask? Why do I ask? How do I ask? Un答复ed egos, courage, daydreams never realized, hopes unfulfilled are but a few of the characteristics of this jolly time. These thoughts and questions plague the male mind in endless haunting exercises.

Their answer is always the same, "What the hell, says who? Ask anyone, but at least ask!" We all know the hardest part is in the asking. We also know that the chances are she’ll say yes, but convincing our timid egos in another story.

Well, even if I decide to try, who do I ask? Try the girl who always comes to mind while you rest in bed, staring at the wire mesh forming the underpinning of your roommate’s book. You know—the one that just happens to sit 27 rows behind you in your 600 person basic intro to Economics class. "Oh her," exclaims the ego, "she’ll never say yes." "Give it a shot," yells the ego, "I haven’t had a woman in six months!"

"Why do I ask?" A formal gives you the perfect opportunity to be attractive! The girl doesn’t feel threatened by your desire for a relationship. You just want to go and have a good time. Formalos are a collage with people like Monte and Mary and America. But we know better, don’t we guys? If she agrees and if we play our cards right, we might have the beginnings of something we always wanted: a sexual life at State-Detective.

We got the who and we got the why, now the how! The best strategy calls for a non-committal approach. How can I pop the question in such a way that she won’t reject me? Please, formulate a strategy. Conversational example:

Boy: Yeah, the idea of going to my formal has crossed my mind. But, I’d like to go with someone I could have a good time with and not feel the pressure of a forced relationship. Someone very similar to yourself would be perfect.

Girl: (Here’s the crucial response! Unless she’s totally ignorant, the hint will be revealed and the proper information will be given. A reply, which done with a little tact, will give you an answer without direct rejection.) Why, thank you!

But, enough of theories. The time has come! She approaches on the opposite path. It’s now or never! Heart pounds, pulse races, mind swirls, one deep breath—here we go! Wait! The super ego has faded! Id and ego work feverishly to resuscitate their counterpart. She’s here! He’s back! Thank God!

"Hi Mary Lou, " "Hi Mark," "How are you?" "Fine," "You silently curse yourself for such a stupid opening line, while praying the rest will go perfectly. You finally ask. She agrees. You call her? She says O.K. Goodbyes are exchanged and you’re off! The path ahead seems shorter and a tree you never noticed before comes into view.

Oh, the trials and tribulations of the ND man! God, the women have it easy! And they don’t even realize what we go through for them. Please, help us out! Flaunt your availability! By the way, the thought of going to the St. Ed’s formal had crossed my mind.
WATCH THE TASTE BUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE!"

HEY, WAIT A MINUTE BOYS, ... HERE'S THE LATEST TASTE FORECAST.

WHAT IS IT?

BAD NEWS... CREAMED LIVER!

OH NO!

YUCK!

HEY, THERE'S SOME GOOD NEWS HERE, TOO...

YEAH??

A BUDWEISER?

NO...

NO?

BUMMER...

TWO BUDWEISERS!! YAY-Y-Y!!!
Ethical crises grow in US colleges

BERKELEY, CA (AP)—Cheating, stealing, misuse of financial aid, grade-inflation and misleading advertising are creating a growing ethical crisis in American colleges and universities, the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education warned yesterday.

"Most institutions of higher education, to a small or large degree, exhibit one or more of these destructive aspects," the council said in an 86-page report discussed yesterday in Washington at the annual meeting of the American Association of Higher Education.

"We see certain signs of deterioration of important parts of academic life...We are concerned," the report said.

The situation is of special concern right now, the council said, because of the prospective frantic search by faculty members, departments and colleges for more students in the 1980s and 1990s.

"Unless corrective actions are taken soon, the situation is likely to lead some students to take even greater advantage of this situation, and to make some colleges even more reluctant to insist on ethical conduct by students and even more likely to engage in improper conduct themselves," the report warns.

The report said 13 percent of student loans made by one federal program and 17 percent by another are in default, and the rate of nonrepayment of veteran's loans is 44 percent. Almost 22,000 student borrowers filed a lawsuit to avoid repaying loans, it added.

"With regard to cheating, 8 percent of undergraduates report that some forms of cheating are necessary to get the grades they want. That is an increase of 1.3 percentage points since 1969," the council said.

The council said a survey found theft and mutilation of periodicals is a serious problem at 80 percent of the institutions studied.

In addition, the report took students and professors to task for "a substantial misuse by students of public financial aid, inflation of grades by faculty members, competitive awarding of academic credits by some departments and some institutions for insufficient and inadequate work, inflated and misleading advertising by some institutions in the search for students.

Despite the problems, the report said higher education has greatly expanded opportunities. It said the percentage of blacks enrolled in colleges and universities increased from 4.6 percent in 1967 to 10.7 percent in 1976, women from 49.9 to 43.2 percent and low-income persons from 20 to 22.4 percent.

All bicycles stored at the stadium over winter must be picked up.

Where: Gate 14 - Stadium
Time: Wed, Thurs, Fri

April 19, 20
1 to 4pm

The Notre Dame Student Players

and

Student Union

Cultural Arts Commission

proudly present

DOUBLE EXPOSURE

A Comedy by Jack Sharkey

Thurs.-Fri., April 19-20 8:00pm
Mon - Tues., April 23-24 8:00pm
LaFortune Basement (NAZZ)

admission $1.00
Students can use anything. Here three young ladies use nature's chairs as they wait for the bus. (Photo by Dave Rumbach)
In Lee Marvin case
Settlement satisfies both parties

LOS ANGELES (AP)  Michelle Todd, Marvin, the unmarried woman who claimed Lee Marvin owed her $18,000, was awarded $104,000 yesterday by a judge who said she needed help to rebuild her life after a long love affair with the actor.

Although the award was far less than the amount Miss Marvin had sought, which she claimed was half his income during the six years they lived together - she said she "expected to get something" and viewed it as a victory for women.

But she said she is disillusioned about love affairs. "I think if a man wants to leave a toothbrush at my house, he can bloody well marry me," she said. "Enough is enough."

Marvin likewise saw the ruling as a victory. "I think it's a sensational," the actor said at his home in Tucson, Ariz.

Supreme Court Judge Arthur Marshall, in a decision which will serve as a guideline in similar cases, reached outside the rigid requirements of contract law to grant Miss Marvin what he called "an equitable remedy."

The court in equity awards plaintiff $104,000 for rehabilitation purposes," Marshall said, "so that she may have the economic means to re-educate herself and to learn new, employable skills...so that she may return from her status as companion of a motion picture star to a separate, independent, but perhaps more prosaic existence."

Marvin's attorney, A. David Kagon, said the judge's 33-page decision sustained Marvin's contention that he never had a contract with Miss Marvin, but Kagon admitted that Miss Marvin's attorney, A. David Kagon and Marvin's lawyer, A. David Kagon, had offered to settle the case earlier for $60,000.

Both Marvin's and Maximitchelson said appeals of Marshall's ruling are unlikely.

Kagon, who fought the case through many appeals for seven years, said he was pleased but called the outcome "a draw."

He said he believes this was the first instance in the United States where a judge had awarded the equivalent of alimony to a woman without a marriage license.

He noted the judge specified that Miss Marvin's $104,000 would be equivalent to the highest scale she ever earned as a singer-$1,000 a week - for two years.

But Marshall's ruling was also harsh on Miss Marvin, pointing out inconsistencies in her testimony and supporting Marvin's contention that she had promised lifetime sup-

port or a share of his millions. Marshall noted that Miss Marvin "enjoyed a fine home, traveled throughout the world, acquired whatever clothes, fur and cars she wished and engaged in a social life among screen and stage luminaries."

"Such services as she has rendered would appear to have been compensated," Marshall said.

He rejected her contention that Marvin's promises were a contract to share. In show business, he said, words of love are cheap.

...Campaign

[continued from page 1]

Kissinger, speaking on Japanese television, said, "I went through four excruciating years of negotiating with the Viet-

Erratum

The course, "Evolutionary Images of Humanity," will be offered in the fall semester as part of the College of Arts and Letters curriculum. Students from all four colleges may enroll in the class. It had been erroneously reported in yesterday's Observer that the course had not yet been finalized, when in fact, it definitely will be offered.

...Talks

[continued from page 1]

Kissinger praised the many donors who "dug deeply and sacrificed to contribute to Notre Dame and be a part of it." He especially lauded the support of the Saint Joseph's Valley community.

South Bend has the second-largest contingent of Notre Dame alumni in the country. The group already has raised $4.9 million of its $5.4 million goal.

...Fox's

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS
JEWELERS SINCE 1917
Town & Country and Concord Mall,
also University Park Mall
10-9 Blackmond's, daily, 9:30-5
Special 15% Discount On
Merchandise To Notre Dame
& St. Mary's Students.
Gymnasts establish themselves in Midwest

The Daily Crossword

**ACROSS**

1. Vase
2. Bridge bid
3. Galway
4. Logan or Flanagan
5. Chemist
6. Age
7. Singer
8. Vegas House
9. "For ... jolly ..."

**DOWN**

1. Deal with
2. Take
3. Inter-
4. Dictionary subject, e.g.
5. Tifts
6. One
7. Hall's was highly creative
8. St. John
9. Inclusion
10. Napoleon D'Orvieto
11. Elephant's ears

Yesterday's Puzzle Solution:

25. Scholarly
type
26. Sally Rand
27. Adam
28. Music of
29. Almost
30. Transport
31. Keeping
32. Hold
33. Pitcher
34. Short
35. Days (pl.)
36. Cookout
37. Scholarly
38. Polish
39. For one
40. Sharpens
41. Had more of
42.Scrub
43. For one
44. Panama
45. Picasso
46. Parent
47. English
48. Probiotics
49. Changed the
50. Famous
51. Sale-tag
52. For one
53. See 400
54. Work in
55. Zodiac sign
56. Poker
57. Poker
58. Sales
59. Pitcher
60. Food shop
61. Unusual
62. Sell
63. Cookout
64. Panama
65. English
66. Polish
67. Famous
68. Money

**Molarity**

**STOP!**

**the notre dame knights of columbus**

and **the ladies of columbus**

cordially invite the

**notre dame faculty to a steak fry**, 5:00 pm, Friday, April 20th at the knights of columbus hall (next to the bookstore)

**WEENDRETREAT**

Fri, april 27

to

Sun, apr 29

Lake Michigan Cottage

Fr. John Fitzgerald

for info: call 6536
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Irish rugger reach quarterfinals in St. Louis Ruggersfest tourney

by Rich Harper
and
Keith Unick

Another chapter was added to the Irish rugger’s success story this past weekend, as the Titans again proved themselves one of the internationally renowned rugby clubs.

The ruggers stamina was tested as they were called upon to play three games on the opening day of competition. They were victorious in the first two, but suffered a tough loss in the third, dropping them from further competition.

In the first round of play, the Titans breezed to an easy shutout over the local St. Louis University rugby club. Action was highlighted by tries from Kevin Costigan, Brian Hanigan, and freshman Brian Tucker. An extra point was added by Mike Allen.

A mere hour and a half after the close of the first game, the Irish donated their spires again to take on a highly rated Black Sheep rugby club. The game was a near upset as first-year Mike McGlynn, an alert Haines, coasted the Titans 8-6 in the second game.

Henry Valenzuela went 3-for-4 and added a pair in the sixth to come from behind to beat the Titans 22-20.

The Irish scored seven times in the fourth, and coasted the Irish nine run. Mike Randsey hit seven-of-nine kickers accuracy, hitting Amok, giving the Irish an 8-4 victory. Mike Deansey posted his way out with eight-of-15 shots while watching Mike McGlynn. An alert Haines, coasted the Titans 8-6 in the second game.

Jeff Thinnes displayed sharp kicking accuracy in hitting 12-20 of shots to lead the Blue Devils 9-2. The Notre Dame scored three in the fourth and coasted the Irish nine run.

More hits were added in the sixth to give the Irish an 8-6 victory. Mike McGlynn, an alert Haines, coasted the Titans 8-6 in the second game.

The stress of a full day of competition began to take its toll, as Notre Dame took on the Northeastern rugby club in the third game without the services of an injured Dave Gamache.

Jim Babcock, normally a scrum-half, was called upon to fill in for Gamache, while John Pomsottke took over Bowers place athalfback. The Irish were the obvious aggressors, consistently pressing the Northeastern forwards, but were unable to put up a score in the first half to take a 8-8 win, eliminating Notre Dame from further competition.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, other Irish ruggers took on the University of Chicago in two games. The Irish were held early in the first game as Peter Haines kicked.

Fish Peers II took John Wayne Gacy’s Four to a 25-23 OT win. Sunny skies and warm weather again favored tournament action. All matches were played as expected for this afternoon.

John Paul John of the Month Club, which comprised Kris Haines, and Kris Haines, won Running Amok, 21-15. Leambe hit six of his shots and gave away the pavement while Haines went one better, sinking seven-of-ten.

Jeff Thennes displayed sharp kicking accuracy in hitting 12-20 of shots to lead the Blue Devils 9-2. The Notre Dame scored three in the fourth and coasted the Irish nine run.

They were victorious in the first two, but suffered a tough loss in the third, dropping them from further competition.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, other Irish ruggers took on the University of Chicago in two games. The Irish were held early in the first game as Peter Haines kicked.

The stress of a full day of competition began to take its toll, as Notre Dame took on the Northeastern rugby club in the third game without the services of an injured Dave Gamache.

Jim Babcock, normally a scrum-half, was called upon to fill in for Gamache, while John Pomsottke took over Bowers place athalfback. The Irish were the obvious aggressors, consistently pressing the Northeastern forwards, but were unable to put up a score in the first half to take a 8-8 win, eliminating Notre Dame from further competition.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, other Irish ruggers took on the University of Chicago in two games. The Irish were held early in the first game as Peter Haines kicked.
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Butchers, Chumps highlight today's bookstore games

by Frank Latrèche

Sports Writer

Notre Dame's Bookstore Basketball tournament kicks into high gear this afternoon with four feature games on tap. The tournament's number one seed, Butchers, featuring Bruce Platters, Dave Huffman and Kevin Hark, will play on Bookstore 10 at 6:30. Right next door on Bookstore 2, Tom Sukdamp and Raney Lisch will lead Chumps into action as they attempt to return to the tournament's final game where they lost last year to Jeff Carpenter's squad. That game is also scheduled for 6:30 p.m.

Two late games tipping off behind Stepan Center feature Springfield and His Com­bat Wombats, with Greg Kna­felic and Pete Holohan (Stepan 5 at 5:30) and the perennially powerful Nutmeggers (Stepan 5 at 3:00). The tournament proceeded without incident yesterday as the Show Nail Never Erred over Shout­ing Bob 10-3. Frick's Youth behind Jeremy Carter by 15 runs of the Irish was the easiest win of the day and Beaver's Cleaners by 11. Kent Manders dropped by John Smith's Basement Bunch by 6-1.

Jim Jones and the Greatbeat chest over The Whistlers over Slaughter­house 9-5. The Billy Boys over Kamakaze Squad by 7 and Irish Circle over Show Nail. By 12, both left on Don's Royal Flush by 7. Pewett's Easy Living Point over Brent Fuel. By 7 left on Easy Living Point over Jasonsect... by 20. Four Quick Hits over Tigers by 11 and Paola by 11 and Easy Living Point over Powerhitters by 9. SMU over Cabaret... 14.

Record at 9-11

Irish nine split another twinniel

by Craig Cival

Sports Writer

Trying to figure Notre Dame's baseball team depends on a great deal on your point-of­view. If you're the type that sees half-full glasses of water, the Irish are on the right path of putting it all together. But if you notice the empty half, well, the Irish seem to be going nowhere fast.

Tuesday afternoon, Coach Tom Kelly's men split a double­header with Butler University. The Irish took game one 4-3, behind the combined pitching efforts of Greg Kot and Marty Vuono. The nightcap was all Butler, however, as the visitors from Indianapolis won 7-2. The split marked the fourth time in five twin­bills that the Irish broke even, and it left them with a 9-11 slate.

Kot, a freshman from Fair­fax, Virginia entered the con­test with an 0-2 mark, but was working on a 4-0 shutout into the fifth inning. A walk and three singles halved Notre Dame's lead and after a two-out double and an error, Kelly summoned Vuono from the bullpen.

The sophomore right­hander yielded a run­scooring single, but then put out the fire without further incident. Vuono then set down the side in order in the seventh to earn his first save of 1979.

Singles by shortstop Rick Pullano in the second and fourth innings keyed Notre Dame uprisings. In the second, Pullano singled with two out to send Mark Simendinger to third. He then stole second base, setting the stage for Mike Jamieson's two-run single.

Butchers, Chumps highlight today's bookstore games

---

Pullano's spirit strengthens Irish

by Mike Henry

Sports Writer

While Connie Mack once decreed that pitching is seventy-five percent of baseball, it's clear that Pullano has been just as accurate if he had been discussing a team's mental attitude. It's the feeling that something special is going to happen when you're between the white lines; it's taking a headfirst slide into the base; it's taking a mental attitude. It's the feeling that you're willing and able to throw the ball, his assessment would have been discussing a team's mental state.

"90 percent of this game is mental. When I was having trouble with my throws down in Florida, I had a bad image of the throw before I even fielded the ball. Lately, though, Ricki has grown more sure of his tosses, and the Irish staff has begun to breathe a little easier when they see the ball headed in his direction.

"Whenever I get in a slump, I step back and ask myself what's wrong. Usually I'm thinking too much or not at all," he explains. "At the end of my freshman year, I began to keep a second journal, a baseball journal, so I can analyze my performance and determine where there is room for improvement." The most recent evidence of the burning ambition that Pullano possesses is that he was summoned one month left in your Notre Dame career. Make the team remember you as a second­string captain, someone that helps them both on and off the field. Take the extra base, hustle, be aggressive--be imaginative while still playing smart base­ball.

Fans at Jake Kline Field have little trouble picking out Pullano as the Irish instigator, the player that guides his team­mates on with a never­ending stream of chatter and encouragement. Baseball is his passion; and, while Pullano has excelled academically at du Lac, to the point of being accepted at DePaul Law School, it is only the game that matters when he pulls on the jersey with the blue number one.

Perhaps Pullano's most note­worthy contribution to the Irish cause deals with his relation­ship with the catcher Kelly.

"Ricky acts as an intermediary between coach and the players," his understudy, freshman Chuck Tasch, notes. "Besides that, he keeps the team up for games against smaller schools like Bethel and Valparaiso. His tension, it seems, is the difference between the Irish and the rest of the books."

---

Pullano prepares to hit it where they ain't. [Photo by Cate Magemont]